Making management grads & working pros
employable in finance, real estate sectors
The writing’s on the wall. India’s graduates
are woefully unequipped to take on executive, let alone management, positions, in the
fastest growing sectors in India. Data from
McKinsey, Nasscom and TCS show that
barely 15% of India’s graduates are employable. Last week, the Visa Global Financial
Literacy Barometer underscored this problem by ranking India 23rd among the 28
countries surveyed. This is serious. Without
employable graduates being made available, the entire economic underpinning of
the country could get jeopardised.
DNA roped in some of the experts in finance and real estate sectors to talk about
the challenges and the way forward. The
panelists included (in alphabetical order)
Kamlesh Dangi, Group CPO (chief
people officer), Religare Enterprises;
Sanjeev Dasgupta, president-real estate,
ICICI Venture Funds Management Co;
Devesh Kumar, managing director - head
equities, RBS Global Banking & Markets (on
audio link); Ashok Mohanani, chairman
and managing director, Ekta World;
Mahesh Mudda, executive director &
CEO, New Consolidated Construction Co
Ltd; Joy Sanyal, national director, Jones
Lang LaSalle Property Consultants India
Pvt Ltd; and Pankaj Wadhawan, CEO,
Blueshift Education and Training Pvt Ltd.
The session, moderated by DNA’s
R N Bhaskar, brought out some of the
issues that confront the industry and the
country. Here are the edited excerpts:
The crisis:
Mahesh Mudda: Skilled manpower is
a big issue. The skill segment we talk
about particularly in our industry, real
estate, are carpenters, fitters, shuttering
people, masons. There is an absolute need
at an emergency level, it is becoming now
essential to see that how we can truly develop the skills. The skill shortage is criti-

cal.
Sanjeev Dasgupta: Skill gaps and a lack
of adequate skilled resources are challenges before construction and finance
sectors. If one looks at the inflation of
construction cost during the last five years
– actually more than the input prices of
cement, steel, etc, which have definitely
gone up -- I think the labour cost has seen
the highest inflation of 50-60%, predominantly because there is just not enough
availability of skilled resources.
Wadhawan: I am into education. In
real estate, there is no formal management education. Internationally, it is seen
as a profession. In India it became a profession only after 2004 when FDI opened
up. Possibly on account of its recent introduction, there is no formal management
education today in real estate, and so any
option which an individual seeks is usually overseas. While the content there is
quite global in outlook, the Indian market
requires content to be localised. For finance, there are many financial institutes,
but even today subjects like private equity, merger and acquisitions are still not
being taught well in most management
schools. Students don’t discuss term
sheets, asset purchasing agreements, etc
in classes. I don’t think formal education
is bridging that gap, wherein the guy is
employable or job-ready from day one.
Professors are lowly paid. The irony is that
people expect the guy to go for a campus
placement at the IIMs with `15 lakh as his
monthly pay package when even the professors don’t get paid that much. So you
have a trainer who has not done a single
deal to train students. If you leave out the
top end, most Tier II institutes cannot
even attract good visiting faculty. Their
content is outdated.
Kumar: Most MBA finance institutes
are imparting theoretical knowledge.
There are 3,500 recognised MBA institutes
with a capacity of 350,000 seats. There
must be further 250,000 unrecognised
MBA seats. Though the education business
has become quite lucrative in India in the
last few years, faculty in MBA finance institutes remains low paid.
Challenges and opportunities
Sanyal: Real estate is a very large subject. It starts with land acquisition, title,
understanding valuation. Then you have
the approval process, which is very tedi-
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ous, difficult and cumbersome. Then
comes project conceptualisation — how a
project should be done by a developer. Investment management is the next big area,
followed by facilities management. Equally important is safety, green building technology and environmental sustainability.
Dangi: Many of the problems relating
to the real estate industry are there because it is a sunrise industry; because suddenly the industry players have multiplied and there is an expansion of these
industries. And obviously, our education
system hasn’t caught up with that kind of
demand or the need for professionals.
From a student’s or a job aspirant’s point
of view, the issue is 3.5 lakh management
graduates, and over 30 lakh graduates.
Now, I don’t think this is a qualification
needed for many jobs. We are the only
country in the world which wants a graduation as a minimum qualification.
Mohanani: Most of us are talking about
an ideal situation. But here we have to come
to grips with the ground reality, friends,
which is something very different from
what we’re talking about. Our approach is,
‘Okay. Now, with whatever people we have,
whatever manpower we have, how do we
do the best?’ I mean, how do we convert
them? In our company, we can’t send everybody for education. But whatever little

we can do, we do. We bring in motivating
and knowledgeable speakers like Santosh
Nair, T T Rangarajan, engage them, and expose them to our top brass.
DNA: Many banks rope in academic institutions and finishing schools to train students to the exact specifications they want.
Why can’t the real estate sector do this?
Sanyal: I think it should be done, but it
will take some time. India has many states,
and each state has its own regulation of real
estate. Yes, there should be some organisation, like a regulator, which should have set
standardised benchmarked guidelines or
particular skill sets – probably, it should
happen in a couple of years.
Action points
Wadhawan: Benchmarks can be stand-
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ardised for certain skills in the real estate
sector. One is valuation. Second are those
who do feasibilities. Third come the transaction guys, who do retail. Fourth is the project
management team. Then there is property
management or facilities management. We
are already working towards standardising
these particular professions. And also, we
have developed the content for those. We
are working with the industry, our knowledge partner. And we are trying to get developers to accept these standards.
Dangi: I believe in the theory of constraints. Banks began looking at this when
they felt the need. Where will you get 400
branch managers for your 400 upcoming
branches? So it was really a constraint
which you had to solve. Real estate is different for another reason. For real estate
land cost comes first. People come next
in the order of priority. In the service industry like banking, if you don’t have people you’re nothing. So the constraint then
was: what do you think branch manager
job is? How can you get a fresh graduate
and make him a branch manager with
some six months of training. We knew
that there was a risk of frauds. The person
had to really understand the Banking Act.
Kumar: I have some suggestions: First,
the trainer should have practical domain
experience. Second, knowledge partner-

ship/association with leading corporates
of the industry can be formed to enrich
the content of domain based training.
Third, MBA colleges whose candidates appear for campus placement should involve domain-based training firms in
imparting domain-based real life skills so
that they can fare better in campus placement and become job-ready.
Mudda: We need a regulatory authority. The medical, pharmaceutical and telephone sectors have respective regulatory authorities. The real estate industry
is quite unorganised. That is why at the
end of the day, it is the common man who
pays for all these delays.
DNA: The financial sector had regulated
cost accountants or chartered accounts or
banking examinations. So, you had a regulatory framework before the industry came
in and grew. That regulatory framework
was missing from the real estate sector.
Wadhawan: We are just a nine-monthold company. We are focusing more on
higher education. So, we are training people in corporate finance, equity capital
markets, advisory, banks and similarly in
real estate valuation, feasibilities, project
management and property management.
We do feel that people now need proper
domain experts. Since the founders of this
firm have worked only in corporate finance and the real estate space, we are
focusing only on these two domain areas.
And the people which are coming to us are
MBAs who are going for campus placements in October-November. They are
feeling jittery because today the job market is bad, and they need to differentiate
themselves. So, I have been approached by
a lot of Tier II institutes. We are, thus, a
finishing school.
Full version of this discussion is available online
on the DNA website. Visit http://dnai.in/aJkU

